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ABSTRACT 
    Valuing in implicit spirit is one of the most important principles of Chinese 
painting, which is based on the traditional Chinese culture and has its unique 
aesthetic system and artistic conception. Through transforming the individual's 
emotion and life experience into visual images, Chinese painters succeed in creating 
the implicit atmosphere which allows the audience to imagine and meditate. 
Technically, the implicit atmosphere can be achieved by focusing on the brushworks 
and water-ink sense. 
Implicit spirit is generally considered as an aesthtic paradigm in Chinese 
Painting. Subjectively, Chinese painters express the implicit conception by pursuing 
the vivid spirit(the Qi) ,and objectively, they use the various brushworks and ink's 
special effects to create implicit pictures. During the process of painting, the 
relationships and connections between positive and negative shapes、hidden and 
appearing images are paid specificial attention to make a significant atmosphere 
which rises the audience's infinite imagination andresonance. 
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